
HP Lift Floor-Wall 
height adjustable lift system for floor-to-wall installation 

Item no.: 8267

The HP Lift Floor-Wall is a height adjustable lift system  
for floor-to-wall installation. It is suitable for screens from 55“ 
- 100“ | 140 - 254 cm. 

The screen is intended to be mounted in landscape orienta-
tion. The VESA mount included covers the VESA standard 
up to a maximum of VESA 900 x 600 mm.

The height of the screen can be adjusted electro-motorized. 
The stroke of 500 mm allows the screen height to be adjus-
ted optimally. The extension arm on the side, which is integ-
rated on the TV mount contains the remote control and can 
flexibly be adjusted to the width of the screen.

The lift system has an internal cable routing. The power  
supply and the network connection are completely trouble-
free and without visible cables.

Thanks to the floor-to-wall installation the lift system requires 
not much space. The footprint is W 196,4 x D 218 mm.  

Storage compartments mounted at the backside provide 
sufficient space for a mini PC/codec and a power strip. 

The surfaces are finished with a solvent free, impact and 
scratch resistant powder coating in black.

Accessories like a laptop holder, an AV shelf, a camera  
holder and a lockable rear cover are optionally available.
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optional: lockable cover
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	Suitable for screens from 55“ - 100“ | 140 - 254 cm 

	Installation in landscape format 

	Incl. VESA mount | VESA 900 x 600 mm max.  

	electro-motorized height adjustment  

	Wired remote control 

	Height adjustable | 910 mm min. to 1410 mm max. 
 (center of the screen)  

	500 mm stroke 

	Footprint: W 196,4 x D 218 mm 

	Space saving floor-wall installation 

	Incl. shelfs for Mini-PC | Plug bar (on the back) 

Invisible cable management (type F socket and  
 LAN socket in lift head and pillar base)  

	135 kg load, max.  

	Solvent free, impact and scratch resistant 
 powder coating in black 

Optional:  

 HP Lift - Camera Holder  | Item no.: 8910
 HP Lift - Cover incl. Padlocks  | Item no.: 8911
 HP Lift - AV Shelf  | Item no.: 8912
 HP Lift - Laptop Holder  | Item no.: 8915

Incl. shelfs for Mini-PC | Plug bar

space saving floor-wall installation
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